
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annual Youth & Justice Forum - Executive Summary 
 

Background 
Brainstormed in fall 2009 and established in spring 2010, the Youth & Justice Forum (Forum) was a direct 

byproduct of the congenial working relationship between the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department’s 

Bolden Area Command (Metro), the Metro-affiliated Sheriff’s African-American Recruitment Council, the 

Las Vegas branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the nonprofit Uplift 

Foundation of Nevada, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., Kappa Xi Chapter and the Epsilon Psi Sigma 

Chapter of Ph Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., From 2010-12 the event was held at the College of Southern 

Nevada. In 2012, Nevada State Assemblywoman Dina Neal, the Las Vegas Branch of the National Bar 

Association, the Nevada Black Police Officers Association, and Black law students and Black graduate 

students at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, conducted a similar event. In 2013, both groups of 

organizations joined forces to create Youth & Justice Forum to improve the communications and build trust 

and cooperation and between police and youth and young adults in underserved local communities. 

 

Statement of Need 
All youth in Clark County can benefit from an event like the Forum, whose aim is to build mutual trust and 

respect between cops, kids and the community. Historical concerns about over-policing in minority 

communities, law enforcement misconduct, ongoing controversies surrounding the officer-involved deaths 

of unarmed African-American men and Metro’s experience with U.S. Department of Justice evaluations of 

its operations all prompted organizers to hone the Forum’s focus on educating and empowering youth and 

those in underserved communities with knowledge of their rights and responsibilities when interacting with 

law enforcement. Research validates the crime-reducing impact of constructive relationships between cops 

and the communities they serve, thus giving the Forum even greater importance.  

 

Locally, minority youth are overrepresented in terms of contact with police and in the juvenile justice 

system. Nearly, 8,400 youth were referred to juvenile probation/detention in 2017, according to the Clark 

County Department of Juvenile Justice Services (DJJS) Statistics Report, with Black and Hispanic youth 

comprising nearly 74 percent of those referrals (they make up 56 percent of the youth population in the 

county). The statistical report recommends service-oriented and education programs (like the Forum) as one 

of the diversionary tactics for justice-involved youth. Research into youth contact with law enforcement 

notes that many young people are detained or arrested for minor infractions, and that such contact with the 

criminal justice system can lead to a higher probability of criminal activity and a negative perception of law 

enforcement. Grassroots efforts like the Forum can help change perceptions and improve positive outcomes. 

 

Research 
A growing body of research is focusing on ways to reduce tensions between law enforcement interaction 

with minority youth and those from socio-economically challenged settings or involved with the juvenile 

justice system. Lisa Thurau, founder of the Cambridge, Mass.-based Strategies for Youth (SFY), has had 

success in this area. Thurau helped bring a civil rights suit against a Boston transit police department whose 

officers consistently arrested and detained teens for minor infractions. According to SFY: “One youth, for 

example, was arrested and detained for hours, without access to a parent, for laughing at an officer when a 

pigeon relieved itself on the officer’s shoe. Three other teens were arrested for malicious destruction of 

public property after rollerblading in an unused cement ‘park’ in a subway station. Thurau argued that 

these behaviors, while certainly immature and impolite, failed to rise to the level of criminal activity.” After 

the lawsuit was settled, Thurau worked with the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA) Transit 

Police on teen awareness and outreach. Former MBTA Police Chief Joseph Carter credited the training with 

helping MBTA police achieve an 80-percent drop from 1999 to 2009 “in the number of confrontations with 

  



 

 

 

Call to Action 
The Forum aims to be a catalyst that sparks the dialogue, introspection and, if necessary, the policy and 

political prescriptions needed build bridges to understanding. Its goals mirror similar efforts in the other 

cities. A 2014 article in Education Week notes: “In Chicago, lawyers, academics, and activists have 

brought police and teenagers on the city’s South Side together to discuss their often-tense encounters. In 

Mobile, Ala., the FBI, city police, and the U.S. attorney’s office host workshops to teach young people how 

to prevent contact with cops from turning tragic. Led by mayors in Philadelphia and New Orleans, a 

coalition of big-city leaders is shaping strategies to ease the deep distrust and frustration that sparked 

recent demonstrations and clashes between police and protesters.” This Forum continues this vital work. 

 

Event Summary 
Forum organizers give youth a central voice and role in directing curriculum and problem solving. Youth 

interact with officers and lawyers in scenarios depicting real-life situations – pedestrian and traffic stops, 

domestic disturbances, noise complaints, etc. Through these interactive exercises, they gain valuable 

insight into what’s going on in an officer’s mind when he or she comes in contact with a civilian: Was a 

crime committed in the area? Do you fit a suspect’s description? Is there an immediate threat? Lawyers 

and UNLV law school students help youth understand their rights and responsibilities in these and other 

scenarios. Police also hear from youth about what has shaped their perception of cops – family experience 

with the justice system, harassment (real or perceived), police misconduct (alleged or substantiated), etc. 

 

We understand that there are a variety of factors that determine how communities interact with law 

enforcement – history, culture and cultural awareness, socio-economics and demographics, among them. 

And we are certainly on board with participating in discussions and debates on policy-based prescriptions. 

It is our true belief that grassroots-level activities are similarly vital – getting cops and kids in the same 

spaces, engaged in constructive dialogue to help bridging gaps in communication and understanding; 

educating youth on safely navigating interactions with law enforcement and activating them to become 

agents of social change. Major long-term objectives include extend the learning beyond the Forum, 

creating portable content that other communities can use to build/enhance their own events.  
 

Key Partners 
State Assemblywoman Dina Neal: Assemblywoman Neal represents District 17. She is a member of the 

Assembly Commerce and Labor, Government Affairs and Taxation Committees. Her legislative interests 

include creating living-wage jobs, strengthening Nevada’s predatory lending laws, promoting proven 

economic solutions and advocating for investment in and oversight of public education. 

 

Nevada Black Police Officers Association (NBPOA): NBPOA is a subset of the National Black Police 

Association, which is dedicated to promoting justice, fairness, and effectiveness in law enforcement. 

NBPA is an advocate forum for minority police officers and establishes a network of development and 

training for officers and those parties interested in law enforcement. https://www.facebook.com/nvbpa  

 

Las Vegas Chapter of the National Bar Association (LVNBA): LVNBA was originally incorporated in 

1981. It is an active affiliate of the National Bar Association (National Bar), which was formally organized 

in 1925 and is the oldest and largest association of predominantly African-American lawyers, judges, law 

professors, law students, and other legal professionals. www.lasvegasnba.org  

 

Black Law Students Association (BLSA): BLSA at the William S. Boyd School of Law at UNLV 

provides support, guidance and a sense of community. It supports members in the development of their 

legal careers and to provide opportunity in all areas. The National Black Law Students Association 

promotes the needs and goals of BLSA members. http://law.unlv.edu/student-organization/blsa  

 

Uplift Foundation of Nevada: Uplift is a 501C3 nonprofit dedicated to making a difference in the lives of 

the youth, underserved and under-resourced, with a particular emphasis on empowering young people 

through scholarships, mentoring and financial literacy, www.upliftfoundation-nv.org. Uplift’s primary 

partner in this Forum is the Kappa Xi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., www.ques-kappaxi.org  


